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Abstract 

 

Cloud computing requires scalable and cooperative sharing the resources in various 

organizations by dynamic configuring a virtual organization according to user’s 

requirements. Ontology-based representation of Cloud computing environment would be able 

to conceptualize common attributes among Cloud resources and to describe relations among 

them semantically. However, mutual compatibility among organizations is limited because a 

method applying ontology to Cloud is not established yet.  

We propose to introduce a resource virtualization method using ontology. A new Virtual 

Ontology (VOn) is configured dynamically based on requirement of users, and the VOn is 

mapped to Cloud resources. Our service uses a Map/Reduce model for rapid and efficient 

merging a number of ontology. The execution environment is composed of selected resources 

on basis of a VOn, which is generated by Ontology Merge engine. 
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1. Introduction 
 

A virtual organization in Cloud computing provides a uniform views by virtualizing 

various resources [1,2,3]. Cloud services are defined hierarchically by using Cloud computing 

ontology [7]. The layered approach represents inter-dependency and composability between 

the different services in the Clouds. This paper defines concepts, a method of applying 

ontology to Cloud computing is not tangible. Ontology descriptions and specific policies in 

resource management are not in the scope of this paper. 

However, it is difficult to provide perfect resources from various organizations because 

management policies and descriptions about various resources are different in each 

organization. These differences cause a problem about providing a uniformed view from 

various resources.  

Ontology-based resource description is proposed to solve these problems [4,5]. These 

researches are noticed as a novel method of a Grid resource description due to virtualizing 

common properties of resource based on ontology and representing relation among resources 

semantically. Moreover, there is research that produces a global ontology by merging each 

ontology existed in resource groups [6]. Currently, this research is at an early stage and is 

hard to provide interoperability among organizations because of merging resources from only 

static concepts in existed researches. In the paper [10], they propose a Semantically-Enhanced 

Resource Allocator (SERA) which is a scheduling system using customer requests and 

provides the ability of re-scheduling requests based on their priorities and considering 

advanced reservations. Nevertheless, the experiment is too limited to prove the proposed 
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concept. The characteristics of target applications are not considered. 

In this paper, we propose an Ontology-based Resource Selection Service (OReSS) which 

provides a method of resource virtualization using merged ontologies which is interoperable 

among virtual organizations and then selects resources based on the VOn. OReSS on Cloud 

computing, especially, selects ontology candidates by calculating a degree of similarity 

function based on user’s requirements. Selected ontologies are merged and provided to a user 

as a new VOn. In Cloud environment, following considerations are needed: first, searching 

resources by using Ontology is available, second, various ontologies in Cloud environment, 

which consists of diverse and heterogeneous virtual organizations, can be managed, and, 

finally, inference of similar resources with given information of a resource by Ontology can 

be possible.   

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of OReSS. In 

section 3, we describe an execution scenario of scientific applications in OReSS. Section 4 

describes experiments and Section 5 discusses summary and future work. 

 

2. Ontology-based Resource Selection Service (OReSS) 

We propose an ontology-based resource virtualization about various Cloud resources.  

This section describes the architecture of OReSS and each function in the OReSS. 

 

2.1. Architecture of OReSS 

 

Figure 1. Architecture of OReSS 

 

The architecture of OReSS (Figure 1) consists of four layers: Physical Machines (PM) 

layer, Cloud Resource Virtualization (CRV) layer, OReSS layer, and End User (EU) layer. 

The PM layer represents distributed and heterogeneous physical resource environments. The 

CRV layer supports resources which adapted to Cloud by using virtualization and Ontology 

for generating VOns. The OReSS layer creates a new resource among these VOns according 
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to the user’s requirements from the EU layer for providing adapting environment to user’s 

program. The EU layer receives requirements about a resource from a user and supports an 

application execution service in the selected proper environment from the OReSS layer. 

User’s requests are information of resource components which users want to use, such as 

CPUs, memory sizes, network bandwidth, or IP numbers, and a Degree of Similarity (DS) as 

a reference value to be used in comparing resources with user’s requirements and to choose 

proper resources which are closely related user’s requirements. The OReSS layer can be 

categorized into: Virtual Ontology Manager, Ontology Repository, Job Monitoring Service, 

and Job Execution Environment. In detail, Ontology Analysis engine analyze ontologies and 

Ontology Merge engine creates a VOn from a pool of selected ontologies, and these engines 

consists Virtual Ontology Manager. The ontology is maintained by Ontology repository 

which is a storage space of resource ontologies. Job Execution Environment is made of 

Resource Selection engine, for selecting ontologies, and Job Submission, for connecting to 

the EU layer to receive user’s requirements and to submit the new VOn. 

2.2. Resource Selection Mechanism in OReSS 

Job Submission receives user’s requirements and DS from the EU layer. DS is used to 

merge associated ontologies which are resembled to required resource specification. 

Based on these requirements, Ontology Analysis engine calculates a similarity to each 

candidate resource in Ontology Repository. Then, this engine ranks candidate resources, 

according to the result of similarity calculation. During similarity calculation, we use a 

Similarity Computation Algorithm, ontology descriptions for finding ontology’s 

concepts, and synonyms of reference [8].  

After getting the result from Ontology Analysis engine, Resource Selection engine selects 

proper resources which have higher similarity value than DS. Then, Ontology Merge engine 

creates a new VOn by combining selected ontologies by Resource Selection engine. For 

merging ontologies, we use a method of the reference [6].  

When resources are scheduled for executing jobs, following three factors are considered: the 

new VOn from Ontology Merge engine, status information of resources stored in VOns’ 

resource pool, and resource requirements from a user. Finally, jobs run on the selected 

resource created by Ontology Merge engine. 

2.3. Analyzing Ontology Similarity using Map/Reduce 

Map/Reduce [9] computation is applied for rapid rank’s calculation and merging the 

selected resources. Figure 2 shows the process of Map/Reduce computation for this paper. 

Ontology resources are split into M, which is the number of workers assigned to execute a 

map function. The workers for a Map function calculate a similarity value of resource 

ontologies based on user’s requirements and resources’ information in Ontology Repository. 

In this case, these workers, which are assigned a Map function, create <key, value> pairs as 

the intermediate value. In Reduce phase, the intermediate values are sorted based on 

similarity values in order of higher values. Then, a Reduce function collects sorted <key, 

value> pairs into an output called similarity rank. When any of the worker crashes, the other 

worker which have the same input files will run because of replica made by workers. 
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Figure 2. Map/Reduce computation 

3. Scientific Applications Execution Scenario on Science Cloud 

Understanding properties of a scientific application is important. For example, a 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) application (Figure 3) has multiple experiments with 

various parameter sets. Each experiment needs highly efficient and enormous computational 

resources concurrrently because these experiments are computational intensive and can be 

executed independently. With these requirements, generating a  VOn in advance helps reduce 

resource selection time for locating appropriate resources. 

 
 

Figure 3. CFD Simulation on Cloud 
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In many times, total execution time of CFD applications depends on the number of 

assigned resources. To maximize performance of application execution, selecting appropriate 

resources for an application is important. When a user provides resource requirements for an 

application, many times we confront lack of resources which meet to the user’s requirements. 

Small pool of resources causes longer job queuing time for an application to wait for its turn 

to use the resource. To reduce total execution time, decreasing job queuing time by expanding 

a number of available resources based on user’s requirements is more efficient than 

diminishing job execution time. For instance, when the degree of similarity sets above 80 

percent, throughput increases because many computational jobs are executed concurrently on 

selected ontologies. However, providing resources with the degree of similarity, 100 percent, 

results in increase of total execution time due to large queuing time because of limited 

resources. 

 
4. Experiments 

A target application in our experiment is a batch application composed of several jobs 

requiring large scale computation with small size of input data. Typically, a scientific 

computational application requires high throughput computing and has no dependency among 

jobs. According to this feature, the application depends more significantly on CPU 

performance, the number of resources, and memory size. However, network bandwidth or IO 

load to the application is not a major factor for performance. Therefore, in this experiment, 

we consider three factors for computing a similarity among clusters; CPU architecture, the 

number of CPU per a cluster, and MIPS based CPU performance.  

To show the proof concept, we experiment an ontology created by the several VOns in 

PRAGMA environment with information of resource’s components, and set 90% as DS. 

PRAGMA is Pacific Rim Application and Grid Middleware Assembly which has 35 

institutions for establishing sustained collaborations and advancing the use of grid 

technologies. Difference of Cloud computing and Grid computing is booting overhead based 

on virtual machine images. However, this overhead is not significant, especially, when 

application is executed in a long time. That is, the time which is needed to boot a virtual 

machine has fewer effects on the overhead in longer execution time. So, in the paper, our 

experiment is applicable to PRAGMA.  

 
Figure 4. The target pool for the application execution 
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After calculating a similarity with the specific information of resource’s components and 

merging the VOns whose calculated similarity is above 90%, respectively the target pool for 

the application execution is shown Figure 4. 

A user inputs requirements of resources’ components, the requirements’ priority 

information which is used in a similarity computation phase, and DS. Then, in 

similarity computation, Ontology Analysis engine calculates similarity among the 

requirements and resources based on the priority information. Then, resources are 

selected by the similarity, and these resources are merged by Ontology Merge engine 

for executing jobs. 100 percent is based on similarity computation, and clusters which 

are greater than user’s requirements are re-calculated based on 100 percent because 

selecting and supporting similar clusters with user’s requirements are economical to 

users in the cost sides.  

We assume that the cluster which matches 100 percent to user’s requirements is 

ocikbpra and DS is 90 percent. Moreover, we set the priority in order of CPU 

architecture, MIPS based CPU performance, and the number of CPU per a cluster. The 

number of assigned jobs in each experiment is 100. When a job is assigned to these 

resources, Random scheduling is used. According to these conditions, selected 

resources are Pragma1 (99%), bkluster (93%), and mahar (94%). Table 1 shows 

properties of these experiment clusters.  

 

Table 1. Properties of selected clusters and a standard cluster 

 

In Figure 5, we measure queuing time and total execution time in ocikbpra, which is the 

100 percent matched cluster to user’s requirements, with 100 jobs. In this result, there is no 

queuing time before 40
th
 node, and, after 41

th
 node, queuing time increases by around 200000. 

Moreover, after executing 81
th
 node, queuing time and total time increase once more.  

 

Figure 1. Queuing time and total time in ocikbpra 
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Figure 6. Queuing time and total time in ocikbpra and Pragma1 

As can be seen the Figure 6, the merged cluster with ocikbpra and Pragma1, which is 

allowed to 99 percent similarity, indicates better performance than Figure 5. This cluster does 

not have queuing time before 88
th
 node. Although, after 89

th
 node, queuing time occurs, 

queuing time decreases because jobs are assigned to nodes with good performance in the 

expanded cluster. Average total execution time also decreases approximately by half 

compared with Figure 5 because the same reason. 

Figure 2. Queuing time and total time in ocikbpra, Pragma1, and mahar 

Figure 7 shows the result of job execution in unified environment which consists of 

ocikbpra, Pragma1, and mahar. These resources have above 94 percent similarity. Because of 

adding resources with better performance, there is no queuing time during job execution, and 

assigned jobs are totally completed between 300000 and 350000. The range of total execution 

time is made by difference in execution time according to various CPU’s performance among 

resources. 
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Figure 3. Queuing time and total time in ocikbpra, Pragma1, mahar, and bkluster 

Figure 8 indicates the result of job execution in totally merged environment which consists 

of ocikbpra, Pragma1, mahar, and bkluster with higher similarity values than DS. In this 

experiment, before 85th node, there is no queuing time, and total execution time is similar to 

formal experiments. However, after 86
th
 node, maximum total execution time sharply 

increases to 450000 because some jobs assigned to the last cluster, bkluster, are waiting to 

execution. This sharp increase is caused by the insufficient number of nodes in bkluster.  

Figure 9. The number of queuing nodes in four types of clusters 

Figure 9 shows the numbers of waiting nodes after 100 jobs are executed in the selected 

resources. While the number of waiting nodes is around 60 in ocikbpra, the number of 

waiting nodes in the merged resource with ocikbpra, Pragma1, and mahar, decreases by zero. 

Moreover, according to Figure 9, the best environment to execute user’s jobs is the third 

merged resource.  

As can be seen, executing jobs in the merged resource based on the calculated similarity 

value can be more efficient than running jobs on only one resource, even the 100 percent 

matched resource. Moreover, if DS is not 90 percent, but 94 percent, then the cluster which is 

created newly makes the best result. That is, selecting the proper DS is an important factor to 

make and guarantee the best result during job execution through assigning proper resources 
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and the number of jobs. Using environment with several virtual resources, but not exactly 

same components with user’s requirements, is more efficient than providing environment 

which consists of fewer resources with 100 matched percent, because of the amount of 

applicable resources. Then, this similarity value is recorded in a job profile and is able to 

utilize similar job execution later.  

 

5. Conclusion and Future work 

Resource management in Cloud computing is not easy. Managing distributed 

heterogeneous resources causes some problems: difficulty of resource information 

management, no standard definitions of resource requirements, and difficulty of guaranteeing 

compatibility of resource allocation. To solve these problems, we propose a resource 

virtualization method using ontologies in Cloud. A VOn is created by an ontology merge 

method based on DS. From the experiment, expanding clusters with the proper DS shows 

guaranteeing the best execution time with minimize job queuing time.  

In this paper, we experiment in Grid computing environment because the difference 

between Grid computing and Cloud computing is small, as previously mentioned. Then, we 

are expected to make the same experiment in Cloud computing environment. In addition, 

merging cluster with DS based on weighted factors according to application characteristics 

will be discussed near future.  
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